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Abstract
The 2D electrical resistivity tomography method (ERT) is a technique that can detect layers and geological features by exploiting resistivity contrasts between different layers using electrical current. This
technique is useful for clearly determined resistivity boundaries, but limited where highly irregular or
complex geological features such as inhomogeneous inclusions are present. In such a case 3D survey
maybe required for inclusions type definition and also their size and location. The presented study
demonstrates the efficiency of the ERT to map boundaries between distinct lithologies and detection of
different inclusions on resistivity cross-sections.
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Introduction
The purpose of electrical resistivity surveys
is to determine the subsurface resistivity
distribution by making measurements on the
ground surface. From these measurements,
the true resistivity of the subsurface can be
estimated. The ground resistivity is related
to various geological parameters such as
mineral and fluid content, porosity and degree of water saturation in the rock [1].
Since all geological structures are 3D in nature, a fully 3D resistivity survey using a 3D
interpretation model should in theory give
the most accurate results.
The present study helps in understanding the
geological
conditions
in
opencast
Troyanovo-3 in the Maritsa Iztok Mine.
Troyanovo-3 mine has form of a rectangle
with west-east orientation and is located in
the southern part of the Maritsa Iztok Basin.
Extraction conditions in the opencast
Troyanovo-3 become harder because of
presence of solid limestone inclusions. This
solid limestone bodies make extraction operations extremely challenging.
This study is focusing on opencast coal exploration in the area of Mini Maritsa Iztok

EAD. The usefulness of geophysical methods in mapping the hard rock inclusions in
the overburden of the lignite mines is outlined.
Description of the technology and data
processing
It has become increasingly popular in large
scale mineral exploration surveys to use noninvasive geophysical methods for collecting
more accurate information about location
and geological properties of the ore bodies
and surrounding area.
One of the most suitable methods for limestone inclusion detection is electrical resistivity tomography method (ERT). The resistivity method is one of the oldest geophysical survey techniques [2]. Resistivity measurements are based on the difference in resistivity between different sub-surface materials [3]. Electrical resistivity tomography
(ERT) is a geophysical technique for
imaging sub-surface structures based on
electrical resistivity measurements made on
the surface. The aim of the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) technique is to scan
the subsurface along the survey line using a
selected electrode array [4]. In electrical re-
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sistivity tomography method resistivity
changes in the vertical direction, as well as
in the horizontal direction along the survey
line.
2D ERT is done by 7 profiles (six of them
with a length of 92 m, and the ERT -7 with a
length of 115 m), connected to a multi-core
cable, having a total length of 667 m. A laptop microcomputer together with an electronic switching unit is used to automatically
select the relevant four electrodes for each
measurement. ERT data in this investigation
were rapidly collected with an automated
multi-electrode
resistivity
meter
–
Terrameter SAS 1000. ERT profiles consist
of a modeled cross-sectional (2D) plot of
resistivity (Ωm) versus depth.
Preliminary data processing is based on determination of a two-dimensional (2D) model of the subsurface, which is then compared
to the observed data and revised. ERT data

processing and modeling were done using
the RES2DINV. This program automatically
determines the 2D resistivity model for the
data obtained [5]. The 2D method of presenting resistivity data is limited where highly
irregular or complex geological features are
present and a 3D survey is required. Many
3D field data sets are constructed by combining a series of parallel 2D survey lines.
Ideally the distance between the lines should
be about the same as the distance between
adjacent electrodes in each line. However, in
most cases, the distance between the lines
can be two or more times larger than the inter-electrode spacing along the lines. The
data from each 2D survey line is initially
inverted independently to give a series of 2D
cross-sections. The 3D data set consists of a
number of parallel 2D lines. Аny point of the
field
corresponds
to
stratigraphic
descriptions presented as pseudo wells.

Figure 1: Series of 2D cross-sections at any point of which correspond
stratigraphic descriptions presented as pseudo wells

The measured apparent resistivity values
from all lines can be combined into a 3D
data set and inverted with RockWorks 16 to
give a 3D picture. The program is designed
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for geological data management, analysis
and visualization. The quality of the 3D
model is expected to be poorer than that
produced with a complete 3D survey, but it
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is sufficient for supporting decision making
process.
In some cases, measurements are made only
in one direction. In the interpretation of data
from 2D resistivity imaging surveys, it is
assumed that the subsurface geology does
not change significantly in the direction that
is perpendicular to the survey line. In areas

with very complex geology, there are significant variations in the subsurface resistivity
in this direction (i.e. the geology is 3D),
which could cause distortions in the lower
sections of the 2D model obtained. For this
reason 3D data set was constructed by collecting data from parallel 2D survey lines.

Figure 2: Field measurements situation plan of 2D cross-sections with pseudo wells

From studies conducted, 17 areas of changes
in the electrical resistivity values were established. The electrical resistivity varies from
10 to 50 Ωm. Part of these values present
different lithological varieties. The aim of
this study is to divide this lithological varieties so that to collect an information about
the presence, location and characteristics of

the solid limestone bodies incorporated in
the mostly clay medium.
Results and interpretation
Geological materials have resistivity values
that enable identification of boundaries between distinct lithologies on resistivity
cross-sections.
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In Figure 3 are presented 3D block models
of the different lithological variations of the
studied area which represent electrical resistivity of the medium that build geological
section. The subsurface is known to be highly inhomogeneous consisting of sandy clays

and carbonated sand with carbonate and
limestone inclusions.

Figure 3: 3D block models of different lithological variations of the studied area:
A – East-North, B – North-West, C – South - East, D – West-South
Based on the obtained block models the following results for the studied geological varieties were obtain (Figure 4):
 Soil;
 Lithology 1 to 8-Sandy clays with single
limestone inclusions;
 Lithology 9 to 11-Sandy clays with limestone inclusions;
 Lithology 12 to 14-Untenable limestone
layers;
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Lithology 15 to 17–Carbonated sand with
carbonate inclusions.
Also based on the same block models different lithological varieties can be presented
separately as quantity volumes. This information helps in understanding the distribution and location of different lithologies presented in this area.
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Figure 4: 3D models of the different lithological variations
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Conclusion
2D and 3D resistivity imaging methods are
simple, fast, inexpensive, and relatively accurate techniques used in geophysical exploration. In this study, 2D and 3D resistivity
imaging methods are used to produce images
of the subsurface structure of the MaritzaIztok Mine EAD. The result of presented
inverse model shows that the subsurface resistivity distribution in this area is highly
inhomogeneous and can change rapidly

within a short distance. Generally, this study
revealed lithologies composed mostly of
soil, sand, sandstone, sandy clay, clay and
untenable limestone layers and limestone
inclusions to a depth of about 12-14
m. Results provided useful information
about the resistivity distribution beneath the
studied area and helps in decision making
process for location of blasting boreholes,
which has to be arrange in the process of
solid limestone inclusions fragmentation.
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